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1. Acknowledgement 

The Plastic Recyclothon by Project Mumbai is now an award-winning initiative urging people to 

reduce consumption of harmful plastic which is damaging the environment. At the same time, this 

has emerged as one of the largest Public- Private-People Partnerships for a cause. 

The Plastic Recyclothon: Ek Baar Phir is specifically an initiative to inculcate a positive 

behavioural change in terms of reducing plastic waste from our daily use. 

As we bring in lots of gratitude to the citizens and like-minded organisations who came on boards to 

make this initiative a huge success. The volunteers played an important role in the implementation of 

the whole project. 

We were delighted to have the support of L&T as our Principal partner in this Public Service 

Initiative. 

In other roles, Shakti Plastic Industries are working on the recycling support, BIG FM assisted us in 

the outreach, students and staff of JJ School of Arts have come on board as design partners and the 

Maharashtra Pollution Control Board was the information and knowledge partner. 
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2. Background 

Single use plastic has become a daily affair in today‟s life. We use plastic in many forms. The most 

common format is of carry bags and packaging material. Single use plastic is now accepted as a 

threat for our overall environment. Single use plastic when reaches to the nature it shows very 

harmful effects on the ecosystem. 

India produces 25,940 tonnes of plastic waste daily, as per CPCB report. The decomposition of plastic 

is time consuming and it causes various negative effects on the environment. Uncollected plastic 

waste eventually goes in nature untreated. According to Environmental Ministry, about 20,000 

tonnes of plastic is generated every day in the country, out of which only 13,000-14,000 tonnes are 

collected. 

By 2050, the amount of plastic in seas and oceans across the world will weigh more than the fishes, 

says a headline-grabbing estimate by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. At less than 11 kg, India‟s per 

capita plastic consumption is nearly a tenth of the US, at 109 kg. (Aravind 2019) 

While the petrochemical sector is regarded as the backbone of plastic production, it is also 

considered a yardstick for measuring global economic growth, wherein plastic processing and 

production is of vital importance. It is expected that in the current financial year (2018) exports 

would cross 8 billion USD with an increased growth of 9.5% in the first half of FY 2018 as 

compared to the past year. It is also envisaged that exports are expected to double in the next 5 

years, owing to the growing domestic production. 
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Plastic in water bodies as per the factsheet of Plastic Waste (PW) for India 

The seas near Mumbai, Kerala and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands are among the worst 

polluted in the world. 

 Plastic debris affects at least 267 species worldwide, including 86% of all sea turtle 

species, 44% of all seabird species, and 43% of all marine mammal species. 

 As reported by World Economic Forum, about 150 million tons of plastic is floating in 

our oceans. 

 Significant amount of toxic heavy metals like Copper, Zinc, Lead and Cadmium recovered 

from plastic wastes from seashores have an adverse effect on the coastal ecosystems. 

 Lead and Cadmium pigments commonly used in most of the plastics as additives are 

hazardous in nature and are known to leach out. Several GHG gases are emitted from the 

landfills. Among them, carbon dioxide and methane constitute 90 to 98%. 

 

The use of plastic is increasing. In our day to day life we see involvement of plastic to very small 

level. The plastic processing industry is estimated to grow to 22 million tonnes (MT) a year by 2022 

from 13.4 MT in 2015 and nearly half of this is single-use plastic, according to a Federation of Indian 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry study (Aravind 2019). 

The Mumbai produces 7,025 tonnes of waste every day and as per Hindustan Times news report 

dated October 14, 2019 Mumbai dumps 80-110 metric tons (MT) of plastic waste in the ocean every 

day. All this waste earlier used to go to landfill sites of MCGM. On this background Government of 

Maharashtra put ban on single use plastic in the year 2018. After the ban Project Mumbai carried one 

the first round of Plastic Recyclothon in 2018 on the same dates i.e. from October 2 to October 8, 

2018. It also included beach cleaning drive which was conducted on October 2, 2018. Over 75,000 

(Seventy-Five Thousand) Mumbaikars participated in this drive. 

In 2018, Government of Maharashtra put blanket ban on single use plastic. Some products were 

exempted from the plastic ban. For example, small PET bottles of 0.5liters, Food grade virgin plastic 

bags over 50 microns, Bags/sheets used in plat nurseries. Milk pouches over 50 microns. There were 

products which were completely ban. For example, plastic wrap used for packaging or storing 

products, Non- woven polypropylene bags, Plastic packaging for food items, Plastic and thermacol 

decorations. 
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Why Recycling Is Important – Single Use Plastic to Be Banned 

Some plastics have fibres which shorten with every time it is recycled. Thus, a plastic can be 

recycled 7-9 times before it is no longer recyclable. 

Recycling is good - every ton of plastic waste recycled result in a saving of approximately 

3.8 barrels of petroleum. 

Technologies are available in India that can convert 1 Kg of plastic to 750 ml of automotive grade 

gasoline. Shredded plastic waste can be used in laying roads. 

Examples 

 Jambulingam Street in Chennai was one of India‟s first plastic roads built in 2002. 

 In 2015-16, the National Rural Road Development Agency laid around 7,500 km of roads using 

plastic waste. 

Co-processing of plastic in cement kilns offers a sound, environmentally viable mechanism to process 

non- recyclable, combustible plastic waste. 
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3. Introduction 

Plastic has become an indivisible part of our today‟s lifestyle. We use plastic in different 

forms on daily basis. Currently government has taken the issue of plastic waste very 

seriously and from 2018 has put ban on single use plastic. 

The presence of plastic even in the food chain has hit the alarm for us as a human race. 

Compared with materials in common use in the first half of the 20th century, such 

as glass, paper, iron, and aluminum, plastics have a low recovery rate. That is, they are 

relatively inefficient to reuse as recycled scrap in the manufacturing process, because of 

significant processing difficulties such as a low melting point, which prevents contaminants 

from being driven off during heating and reprocessing. Most recycled plastics are subsidized 

below the cost of raw materials by various deposit schemes, or their recycling is 

simply mandated by government regulations. Recycling rates vary dramatically from country to 

country, and only northern European countries obtain rates greater than 50 percent. In any case, 

recycling does not really address plastic pollution, since recycled plastic is “properly” disposed 

of, whereas plastic pollution comes from improper disposal. 
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4. Plastic Recyclothon 2021-2022 

Plastic has been established as a harmful object for nature, humanity and all living beings. Understanding 

this fact, The Maharashtra State Government took the first step towards the goal of „plastic free 

Maharashtra‟ by banning single use plastic in the entire state.  

Immediately after the plastic ban, understanding the need to dispose plastic waste in a responsible 

manner, Project Mumbai took up plastic recycling as its flagship project. The first plastic collection – 

donation – recycle drive was conducted in October 2018. The main aim of the initiative is to spread 

awareness about „NO PLASTIC‟ lifestyle and to inculcate a positive behavioural change among the 

citizens of Mumbai in terms of reducing irresponsible methods of plastic waste disposal. 

The drive conducted in October 2019 was marked as a milestone with over 1.25 lakh people donating 

plastic and we suddenly found ourselves in the Limca Book of Records [Edition 2020] for the largest 

citizen driven voluntary movement for Plastic.  

The plastic Recyclothon for the year 2021-2022 had a massive response and even in the face of covid-19, 

citizens were regular with their commitments. 

Over the period of three years, The Mumbai Plastic Recyclothon has scaled almost five fold and has 

managed to divert approx.10 Tons of plastic waste from getting dumped into the landfills and out of the 

donated plastic waste, about 100 beautiful installations in form of benches has been installed in MCGM 

gardens or other public places. 

We are utmost delighted to have the support of L&T as our Principal partner in this Public Service 

Initiative. In other roles, Shakti Plastic Industries are working as our recycling partners. The support of 

many Mumbaikars and like-minded organizations has led to The Mumbai Plastic Recyclothon emerging 

as one of the largest Public- Private-People Partnerships for a cause.  
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a. The Planning and Process 

July- This time the registration for Plastic Recyclothon started on 22th June 2021 and was kept open for 

13 days, providing the participants with the choice to drop off their collected plastic waste at any of the 

28 locations facilitated by Project Mumbai with 5 locations in Mumbai City, 22 locations in Mumbai 

Suburbs and 1 location in Navi Mumbai on 9
th

 July 2021 

On the drive day i.e.10
th

 July 2021, we operated five trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a tempo] 

covering five different routes encompassing all the 28 drop off locations. Each truck was accompanied by 

a driver, a helper – for loading the plastic into the truck and a volunteer – to direct the transporter on the 

route and coordinate with the drop off locations, PPE kits for each and a Project Mumbai banner. 

This time, we were able to add three new drop locations compared to previous drive in Gamdevi, Dadar 

West and Goregaon East, to accommodate the increasing number of participants in these areas. 

We also started the collection drive at Alibaug with plastic waste collected from community and Kihim 

beach on 4
th

 July, which would be continued every quarter with local community. 

August - This time the registration for Plastic Recyclothon started on 30th July 2021 and was kept open 

for 11 days, providing the participants with the choice to drop off their collected plastic waste at any of 

the 31 locations facilitated by Project Mumbai with 6 locations in Mumbai City, 24 locations in Mumbai 

Suburbs and 1 location in Navi Mumbai on 13
th

 August 2021 

On the drive day i.e.14
th

 July 2021, we operated five trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a tempo] 

covering five different routes encompassing all the 31 drop off locations. Each truck was accompanied by 

a driver, a helper – for loading the plastic into the truck and a volunteer – to direct the transporter on the 

route and coordinate with the drop off locations, PPE kits for each and a Project Mumbai banner. 

This time, we were able to add three new drop locations compared to previous drive in Mumbai Central, 

Andheri East and Dahisar West, to accommodate the increasing number of participants in these areas.  

September - This time, we had not opened the registration for The Mumbai Plastic Recyclothon on our 

website for the general public or posted anything about it on our Social Media handles but instead 

allowed registrations from our previous loyal participants, who are completely dependent on Project 

Mumbai for their waste management, by intimating them about the same via e-mail or SMS.  
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We had facilitated 6 Drop off locations with 5 locations in Mumbai Suburbs, 1 location in Navi Mumbai 

and the plastic drop off date was kept on 4
th

 September 2021 

On the drive day i.e. 5
th

 September 2021, we operated only one truck [8 tonne capacity] covering all the 

six drop off locations. The truck was accompanied by a driver, a helper – for loading the plastic into the 

truck and a volunteer – to direct the transporter on the route and coordinate with the drop off locations, 

PPE kits for each and a Project Mumbai banner. 

October - This time the registration for Plastic Recyclothon – Daan Utsav special, started on 14th 

September 2021 and was kept open for 14 days, providing the participants with the choice to select  

 The type of waste they wish to donate (Plastic or Electronic) 

 A convenient waste drop-off date ( 2
nd

 Oct 2021 or 8
th

 Oct 2021) 

 A nearest drop-off  location out of the 28 locations facilitated by Project Mumbai on 2
nd

 Oct 2021 

with 6 locations in Mumbai City and 22 locations in Mumbai Suburbs  

And  

29 locations on 8th Oct 2021 with 5 locations in Mumbai City, 24 locations in Mumbai Suburbs 

and 1 Location in Navi Mumbai 

For Plastic waste collection -  

On the first drive day i.e. 3
rd

 Oct 2021, we operated five trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a tempo] 

covering five different routes encompassing all the 28 drop off locations and other 5 Housing societies 

whose residents are actively segregating Plastic waste and donated in huge bulk.  

On the Second drive day i.e. 9
th

 Oct 2021, we operated four trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a 

tempo] covering four different routes encompassing all the 29 drop off locations and other 3 business 

organisations/ 1 School which had collected plastic waste in large quantities and wanted to donate the 

same. We had also hired a small tempo to collect the plastic waste accumulated by 27 Housing societies 

located in the same locality of Thakur Village in Mumbai suburbs.    

Each truck was accompanied by a driver, two helpers – for loading the plastic waste into the truck and a 

volunteer – to direct the transporter on the route and coordinate with the drop off locations, PPE kits for 

each and a Project Mumbai banner. 
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For E-waste collection – 

On both the drive days, i.e. 3
rd

 Oct, 2021 and 9
th

 Oct 2021, the collection of E-waste dropped at different 

drop off locations was facilitated by My Green Society.  

November - This time the registration for Plastic Recyclothon started on 19th Oct 2021 and was kept 

open for 7 days, providing the participants with the choice to drop off their collected plastic waste at any 

of the 22 locations facilitated by Project Mumbai with 4 locations in Mumbai City, 17 locations in 

Mumbai Suburbs and 1 location in Navi Mumbai on 29
th

 October 2021 

On the drive day i.e.30
th

 October 2021, we operated four trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a tempo] 

covering four different routes encompassing all the 22 drop off locations and other 5 Housing societies / 2 

Business organisations which had collected plastic waste in large quantities and wanted to donate the 

same.  

Each truck was accompanied by a driver, a helper – for loading the plastic into the truck and a volunteer – 

to direct the transporter on the route and coordinate with the drop off locations, PPE kits for each and a 

Project Mumbai banner. 

This time, we were able to add one new drop location compared to previous drive in Vile Parle East to 

accommodate the increasing number of participants in this area.  

December - This time the registration for Plastic Recyclothon started on 15th Nov 2021 and was kept 

open for 14 days, providing the participants with the choice to drop off their collected plastic waste at any 

of the 31 locations facilitated by Project Mumbai with 3 locations in Mumbai City, 27 locations in 

Mumbai Suburbs and 1 location in Navi Mumbai on 3
rd

 December 2021, Friday 

On the drive day i.e.4
th

 December 2021, we operated four trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a tempo] 

each with a Project Mumbai banner covering four different routes encompassing all the 31 drop off 

locations and other 5 Housing societies / 2 Business organisations which had collected plastic waste in 

large quantities and wanted to donate the same.  

Each truck was accompanied by a driver, a helper – for loading the plastic into the truck and a volunteer – 

to direct the transporter on the route and coordinate with the drop off locations. Each of them were 

provided with Face shield, Face mask and Hand gloves. 
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This time, we were able to add two new drop locations compared to the previous drive with one in Malad 

West and the other in Marine Lines to accommodate the increasing number of participants in these areas. 

February - This time the registration for Plastic Recyclothon started on 8
th

 Feb 2022 and was kept open 

for 12 days, providing the participants with the choice to drop off their collected plastic waste at any of 

the 32 locations facilitated by Project Mumbai with 7 locations in Mumbai City, 24 locations in Mumbai 

Suburbs and 1 location in Navi Mumbai on 25
th

 February 2022, Friday 

On the drive day i.e. 25
th

 February 2022, we operated five trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a 

tempo]each with a Project Mumbai banner covering four different routes encompassing all the 32 drop 

off locations and other 1 Housing society which is our regular donor had collected plastic waste in large 

quantities and wanted to donate the same.  

Each truck was accompanied by a driver, a helper – for loading the plastic into the truck and a volunteer – 

to direct the transporter on the route and coordinate with the drop off locations. Each of them were 

provided with Hand gloves, Double Face mask and a sanitizing spray. 

March - The registration for Plastic Recyclothon started on 15th March 2022 and was kept open for 8 

days, providing the participants with the choice to drop off their collected plastic waste at any of the 31 

locations facilitated by Project Mumbai with 6 locations in Mumbai City, 24 locations in Mumbai 

Suburbs and 1 location in Navi Mumbai on 25
th

 March 2022, Friday 

On the drive day i.e. 25
th

 March 2022, we operated five trucks [ranging from 8 tonne truck to a tempo] 

each with a Project Mumbai banner covering four different routes encompassing all the 31 drop off 

locations. One  of the 31 drop locations is in Navi Mumbai and a fifth truck was send that way to save 

time the fifth truck went on to then collect plastic from South Mumbai whose tuck got full after 5 

locations. 

Each truck was accompanied by a driver, a helper – for loading the plastic into the truck and a volunteer – 

to direct the transporter on the route and coordinate with the drop off locations. Each of them were 

provided with Hand gloves, Face mask, Face shield and a sanitizing spray. 
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b. The Response and Impact 

July - The July Plastic Recyclothon proved to be a big success with more than 220 participants 

registering for the drive and donating us their plastic waste that included 22 housing societies, 2 schools, 

10 business organisations and 155 Households. Thus, through this plastic waste collection drive we were 

able to create the impact and involve approx.20,900 households.  

This time, with such overwhelming response we managed to collect approx. 2.6 tons of plastic waste. We 

would be able to convert the plastic waste collected into 30 garden benches that would be donated to the 

Garden department of BMC to be installed in community parks/gardens of Mumbai. 

Further, in response to our EK PE DUS scheme, we distributed almost 350 grocery kits each kit weighing 

20 kgs among the most deprived families 

Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  

Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  

Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling.  

August - The August Plastic Recyclothon proved to be a big success with more than 250 participants 

registering for the drive and donating us their plastic waste that included 24 housing societies, 3 schools, 

12 business organisations and 120 Households. Some of the significant donors included – SEBI Bhawan, 

Nude Food café, Rustomjee Seasons and Kalpaturu Sparkle. Thus, through this plastic waste collection 

drive we were able to create the impact and involve approx.27,900 households 

This time, with such overwhelming response we managed to collect approx. 1600 Kgs of plastic waste. 

We would be able to convert the plastic waste collected into 25 garden benches that would be donated to 

the Garden department of BMC to be installed in community parks/gardens of Mumbai. 
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Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  

Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  

Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling. 

September - Out of the closed group being informed of the drive, more than 25 participants registered 

for the drive and donated us their plastic waste that included 5 housing societies, 1 business organisation 

and 19 Households. Thus, through this plastic waste collection drive we were able to create the impact 

and involve approx.7600 households  

This time, we managed to collect approx. 90 Kgs of plastic waste. We would be able to convert the 

plastic waste collected into 2 garden benches that would be donated to the Garden department of BMC to 

be installed in community parks/gardens of Mumbai. 

Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  

Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  

Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling.  

October - The October Plastic Recyclothon – Daan Utsav Special, proved to be a big success with more 

than 246 participants registering for the drive to donate Plastic waste and more than 124 participants 

registering to donate E-waste for both the days combined. Among the registered participants included- 
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 30 housing societies 

 8 schools/ colleges 

 5 business organisations and  

 188  Households 

Some of the significant donors included – SEBI Bhawan – donating 7 Big bags, Lilavatibai Podar High 

School – donating 15 Big bags , Mapkhan English school  - donating 30-35 bags, and Rustomjee Seasons 

– donating 10 Big bags. Thus, through this plastic waste collection drive we were able to create the 

impact and involve approx.33,300 households 

This time, with such overwhelming response we managed to collect approx. 1370 Kgs of plastic waste 

from first collection drive and approx.1440 kgs from second collection drive, making a total of approx. 

2810 kgs of Plastic waste being donated by Mumbai Citizens. We would be able to convert the plastic 

waste collected into 43 garden benches that would be donated to the Garden department of BMC to be 

installed in community parks/gardens or MCGM Schools of Mumbai. 

Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  

Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  

Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling. 

November - The November Plastic Recyclothon – Pre-diwali drive was completed successfully with 

more than 82 participants registering for the drive within the span of just 7 days and donating us their 

plastic waste that included 19 housing societies, 4 business organisations and 72 Households. Some of the 

significant donors included – SEBI Bhawan, Falcon‟s Castle CHS, Rustomjee Seasons and Alhambra 

bunglow. Thus, through this plastic waste collection drive we were able to create the impact and involve 

approx.11,600 households 
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This time, with such great response even in a short period of time, we managed to collect approx. 1,250 

Kgs of plastic waste. We would be able to convert the plastic waste collected into 19 garden benches that 

would be donated to the Garden department of BMC to be installed in community parks/gardens of 

Mumbai. 

Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  

Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  

Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling. 

December - The Deccember Plastic Recyclothon drive was completed successfully with a substantial 

number of  participants registering for the drive and donating their plastic waste that included 26 housing 

societies, 7 business organisations, 4 Schools/Colleges and 235 Households. Some of the significant 

donors included – SEBI Bhawan, Falcon‟s Castle CHS, Rustomjee Seasons and Alhambra bunglow. 

Thus, through this plastic waste collection drive we were able to create the impact and involve 

approx.30,600 households 

This time, with such great response, we managed to collect approx. 1560 Kgs of plastic waste. We would 

be able to convert the plastic waste collected into 24 garden benches that would be donated to the Garden 

department of BMC to be installed in community parks/gardens of Mumbai. 

Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  

Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  
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Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling. 

February - The February Plastic Recyclothon drive saw an overwhelmingly large donation of plastic 

and we had 5 trucks to navigate through the routes on the 25
th

 of Feb. All 5 trucks were full by the end of 

the day. There was another truck sent to Godrej central since they too had collected over 15 huge bags of 

plastic. The drive was a completed successfully with a substantial number of  participants registering for 

the drive and donating their plastic waste that included 23 housing societies, 4 business organisations, 4 

Schools/Colleges and 153 Households. Some of the significant donors included – SEBI Bhawan, Godrej 

Central and Alhambra bunglow. 

Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  

Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  

Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling. 

Project Mumbai was invited to showcase the Plastic Recyclothon initiative at the Chhatrapati 

Shivaji Maharaj Art Festival held on 25
th

, 26
th

 and 27
th

 Feb 2022 at the Shivaji Park Dadar by 

Ministry of Environment and Climate change. 

The stall space was at prime location and we displayed all amenities with recycled from plastic waste 

collected through the Mumbai Plastic Collection Drive organised every month. 

It was a very good response from citizens and art groups who visited the stall and pledged to donate and 

segregate plastic waste. It was a good opportunity to create awareness for Plastic waste and environment 

involving communities to participate in the cause. 
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March - The March Plastic Recyclothon drive saw a large donation of plastic, we had 5 trucks to 

navigate through the routes on the 25
th

 of March. Two trucks were full by the end of the day. The drive 

was a completed successfully with a substantial number of  participants registering for the drive and 

donating their plastic waste that included 23 housing societies, 2 business organisations, 4 

Schools/Colleges and 43 Households. Some of the significant donors included – SEBI Bhawan, Godrej 

Central and Alhambra bungalow.  

Behavioural Change: One of the most positive impacts of this action-based initiative was a change in 

people‟s behaviour and attitude. Across residential complexes, offices and schools, individuals realised 

the necessity to reduce plastic consumption and the harm it was causing.  
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Refuse: After the past drive there were several instances of geographies from where people called in to 

say they have ensured that the local vendors stopped providing amenities such as grocery and vegetables 

in plastic bags.  

Demonstrative Recycling: Project Mumbai has chosen a unique action-oriented manner of building 

people‟s belief into what and how plastic can be recycled. Building trust through recycling. 

With a great response, we managed to collect approx. 1080kgs of plastic waste. 

Field Visit to Shakti Industries - Recycling plastic Unit 

As scheduled confirming 20 participants from our side for the factory visit to Shakti Plastic at Manor. on 

19th March 2022. Project Mumbai had arranged the afternoon Tea and snacks as discussed. 

We plan to leave Mumbai at 12 noon and reach the Plant around 2 pm.  We left the Plant by 4:30pm. 

We made the visit to the segregation area, sorting, cleaning and finally making pallets from which we 

create the amenities. 
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In the past almost one year of journey we have been able to reach communities, housing societies, 

schools corporates and families across Mumbai Navi Mumbai to become active particpants ofor 

segregation and donation of Plastic waste. Month on Moth the respose have been encouraging usto 

new communities and have sustained the momentum to encourage more citizens joining in. 

Till Feb 2022 we have collected almost 14 tons of Plastic waste and citizens from new geographies 

like Kalyan and Thane have got interested in taking the recyclothon to new societies and 

communities. 

The Table shows a brief account on number: 

Year Monthly collection drive Plastic waste collection (kgs) Impact of no. citizens 

 
June 

  
2021 July 2,359 20,900 

 
August 1,600 27,900 

 
September 90 7,600 

 
October 2,810 33,300 

 
November 1,250 11,200 

 
December 1,560 30,600 

2022 January Due to Pandemic lockdown drive was not conducted 

 
February 2090 28,000 

 March 1080 15,200 

 

We would be starting soon the Plastic Recyclothon for MMR taking this model of people-public -

private partnership to new communities. 
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5. Public Response on Social Media 
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6. Challenges faced 

 

Logistics: Due to a very good response towards the contribution of plastic, there was an issue of 

dealing with the logistics part. 

 

Cost of fuel: Due to the increase in plastic donation, there was a rise seen even in the number of 

pick-up locations for the campaign. As a result, the total amount being spent behind the fuel for 

the pick-up tempos also increased. 

 

Co-ordination: There was even lack of coordination experienced by the participants between 

them and the Point of Contact person. 

 

Volunteers: Finding volunteers to take up certain tasks was also one of the most challenging 

issues faced. 
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7. Way forward 

The most reliable way of running any campaign is by spreading awareness about it, so for the 

upcoming year we could start by spreading awareness through city level awareness camps. 

Targeting larger community groups and hosting awareness camps for them would be an ideal 

way to go about for the start. 

Next year, the target of making zero-waste identified areas in wards could also be the main 

focus. 

There could be more initiatives planned for increasing the participation of school children. 
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8. Gallery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plastic accumulated in tempo with the support of helper  

 

Plastic waste about to get accommodated in the tempo 
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Plastic waste getting arranged in big truck 

 

Plastic participant handing out plastic waste collected 
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Grocery kits distribution among Security and Housekeeping staff 

 

Plastic accumulated at the entrance of St Francis Xavier Church 
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Plastic waste being donated by Nude Food café’s staff  

 

Entire Tempo/Truck full with Plastic Waste 
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Plastic collected in the month of September 

 

Our child volunteers for Plastic Recyclothon 
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Offline plastic waste recycling awareness session in Setalwad Residential Lane, Nepeansea road 

 
Plastic waste collected in small tempo 

 

Plastic waste nicely packed and donated by SEBI Bhavan  
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      Eco Bricks prepared and donated                          Big Truck with Plastic Recyclothon banner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Online Awareness session conducted at D.E.S’s Kirti M. Doongursee College 
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Online Awareness Session Conducted in collaboration with Writer Relocations 

 

Plastic Waste being dumped into collection Trucks 
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Offline Awareness Session conducted at Navi Mumbai 

Plastic waste donated by our kid Volunteers 
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Project Mumbai made informative posters put up at a drop off location in Vile Parle 

 

Our happy plastic waste donors  
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An awareness session was requested by the SBI CAG MUMBAI team at Ballard estate on 16
th

 March 

2022 
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Benches made out of the donated plastic installed at various locations  

 

Our donor with our Project Mumbai volunteer 
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Enthusiastic participants of St. Joseph’s Church 
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9.  Annexures 

Area covered and no. of participation in various months: 

July 2021 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 Route 5 

Breach Candy Ghatkopar East Kalina Chembur  East Bandra East 

Gamdevi Ghatkopar West Santacruz East Powai Belapur 

Malabar Hills Andheri East Dadar West Bhandup East  

Thakurdwar Goregaon East Mahim West Bhandup West  

 Malad East Bandra West Mulund East  

 Borivali West Khar West Mulund West  

 Dahisar East Juhu   

  Andheri West   
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August 2021 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 Route 5 

Breach Candy Ghatkopar East Kalina Chembur  East Bandra East 

Gamdevi Ghatkopar West Santacruz East Powai Belapur 

Malabar Hills Andheri East Dadar West Bhandup East  

Thakurdwar Goregaon East Mahim West Bhandup West  

Mumbai Central Malad East Bandra West Mulund East  

 Borivali West Khar West Mulund West  

 Dahisar West Juhu   

 Dahisar East Andheri West   
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September 2021 

Route 1 

Chembur East 

Bandra East 

Juhu 

Powai 

Borivali West 

Belapur 

 

 
 

October 2021 

Drive 1 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 Route 5 

Breach Candy Ghatkopar East Kalina 
Chembur – 3 

Locations 

Bandra East – 3 

Locations 

Gamdevi Ghatkopar West Santacruz East Powai Belapur 

Malabar Hills Andheri East Dadar West Bhandup East  

Thakurdwar Malad East Mahim West Bhandup West  

Mumbai Central 
Borivali West – 2 

locations 
Bandra West Mulund East  

 Dahisar West Khar West Mulund West  

 Dahisar East Juhu   

  Andheri West   

Drive 2 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 Route 5 

Gamdevi Ghatkopar East Kalina 
Chembur  - 2 

Locations 

Kandivali East – 

27 Housing 

Societies 

Thakurdwar 
Andheri East – 3 

Locations 
Santacruz East 

Powai – 3 

Locations 
 

Mumbai Central Goregaon East Dadar West Bhandup West  

Bandra East – 2 

Locations 
Malad East Mahim West Mulund East  

Belapur Borivali West Bandra West Mulund West  

 Dahisar West Khar West   

  Santacruz West   

  Juhu   

  Andheri West   
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November 2021 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 

Breach Candy Andheri East Kalina 
Chembur -  2 

Locations 

Gamdevi Goregaon East Santacruz East 
Powai – 2 

Locations 

Malabar Hills Malad East Vile Parle East Bhandup East 

Thakurdwar 
Borivali West – 2 

Locations 
Mahim West Bhandup West 

Tardeo Dahisar East Khar West Mulund East 

Prabhadevi West  Juhu Mulund West 

Bandra East -3 

Locations 
 Andheri West  

Belapur    
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December 2021 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 

Breach Candy Ghatkopar East Kalina 
Chembur -  3 

Locations 

Gamdevi Andheri East 
Bandra – 3 

locations 

Powai – 3 

Locations 

Malabar Hills Goregaon East Santacruz East Bhandup East 

Marine Lines Malad East Vile Parle East 
Bhandup West – 2 

Locations 

Prabhadevi–2 

Locations 
Malad West Mahim West Mulund East 

Dadar West 
Borivali – 2 

Locations 
Khar West Mulund West 

Belapur 
Dahisar – 2 

Locations 
Juhu  

  Andheri West  
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February 2022 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 

Malabar Hills Ghatkopar East Kalina Chembur -  2 

Gamdevi Andheri East Bandra east 
Powai – 3 

Locations 

Marine Lines Malad East Bandra east Bhandup East 

Thakurdwar Malad West Bandra west 
Bhandup West – 2 

Locations 

Tardeo 
Borivali west – 2

nd
 

Locations 
Khar West Mulund East 

Dadar West Dahisar Juhu Mulund West 

Mahim West  Santacruz west  

  Santacruz East  

  Vile Parle East  

  Andheri West  
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March 2022 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 
Malabar Hills Ghatkopar East Kalina Chembur -  3 

Gamdevi Andheri East 
Bandra east - 2 

Locations 

Powai – 3 

Locations 

Thakurdwar Goregoan Santacruz East Bhandup East 

Tardeo Malad East Bandra West 
Bhandup West – 2 

Locations 

Dadar West Malad West Khar West Mulund East 

Mahim West 
Borivali west– 2

nd
 

Locations 
Juhu Mulund West 

 Dahisar west Andheri West  

 Dahisar east Vile Parle East  

  Santacruz East  
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April 2022 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 

Malabar Hills Ghatkopar East Kalina Chembur -  2 

Gamdevi Andheri East Bandra east Powai – 3 Locations 

Marine Lines Malad East Bandra east Bhandup East 

Thakurdwar Malad West Bandra west 
Bhandup West – 2 

Locations 

Tardeo 
Borivali west– 2

nd
 

Locations 
Khar West Mulund East 

Dadar West Dahisar Juhu Mulund West 

Mahim West  Santacruz west  

  Santacruz East  

  Vile Parle East  

  Andheri West  
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